Housn oF ComMoNS
17 Ausust2020
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Dear
Further to your fbllow-up email with various question about covid-19,
now received a reply from the House of Commons Library as below:

I

can confirm

I

have

l. Please can you tell me whether COVID-19 is still removed from the High Consequence
Infection Disease register?
Public Health England (PHE) defines
according to the following criteria:

a high consequence infectious

disease (HCID)

'
'
'
'
'
'

qcute infectious disease;
typically has a high case-fatality rate;
may not hove effictive prophylaxis or treatment;
orten dfficult to recognise and detect rapidly;
ability to spread in the community and within healthcare settings;
requires an enhanced individual, population and system response to ensure it is
managed ffictively, fficiently and safely. (see Public Health England, Guidance: High
consequence infectious diseases (HCID), Iast updated I7 June 2020)

An HCID is also classified according to whether it is spread through contact or whether it is
airborne. Once an HCID has been confirmed by laboratory testing, cases in England are
transferred to a designqted HCID Treqtment Centre. There are 2 principal Contact HCID
Treatment Centres, and 4 Airborne HCID Treatment Centres, in England. PHE's webpage on
HCIDs states that Covid-L9 was defined as en HCID on an 'interim' basis in January 2020.
As more information on the virus has become ayailable, the "4 nations public health HCID
group" hai reassessed it against the criteria above. The group determined that:
several features have now changed; in particular, more information is available about
mortality rates (low overall), and there is now greater clinical a\ryareness and a specffic and
sensitive laboratory test, the availability of which continues to increase. (see Public Health
England, Guidance: High consequence infectious diseqses (HCID), last updated 17 June
2020)
The statement on PHE's website confirms that both the '4 nations public health HCID group'
and the Advisory Committee on Dangerous Pothogens (ACDP) are of the opinion that
COVID-L9 should no longer be classified as an HCID. The statement adds that "the need to
have a national, coordinated response remains, but this is being met by the government's
COVID-L9 response" and that cases of COVID-L9 ore no longer being managed solely by
HCID treatment centres. (see, Public Health England, Guidqnce: High consequence
infectious diseases (HCID) - Status of COVID-L9, last updated 17 June 2020) The
independent fact checking organisation, Full Fact, has also run a piece on why Covid-[9 is

no longer classified qs qn HCID, which may be of use,
us-hcid/
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Please send me the up-to-date medical risk assessments for the wearing of mask and
,vering that have led to the government mandating public usage, includi
face covering
including physical,
social, psychological and emotional aspects, also any harms or disadvantages of their usage.

2.

The relevant Regulations mandating the use of face coverings in certain places in England
Qre;

'
The Health Protection (Coronavirus, Wearing of Face Coverings in a Relevant
Place) (England) (Amendment) Regulations 2020
'
The Health Protection (Coronavirus, Wearing of Face Coverings in a Relevant
Place) (England) Regulations 2020
'
The Health Protection (Coronavirus, Wearing of Face Coverings on Public
Transport) (England) Regulations 2020
Each of the Regulations listed above hsve been made in exercise of the powers confened by
sections 45C(1), (3)(c) and (4)(d), 45F(2) and 45P(2) (allfound in Part 2A - Public Health
Protection) of the Public Health (Control of Disease) Act 1984. The Public Health (Control of
Disease) Act 1984 does n:ot require the Government to undertake or publish a "risk
assessment" before making regulations under Part 2A. A Government might produce and
publish a "regulatory impact sssessment" before introducing a new policy. Such a document
would (among other things) identifu risk factors and set out port of the evidence base for a

policy change.

Governments normally only produce an impact assessment if the measure in question is
expected to be in force for more than q year. The Regulations relating to face coverings are
all timeJimited; they expire at the end of the period of 12 months beginning with the day on

which they come into force. The Explanatory Memorandum to the Heslth Protection

(Coronavirus, Wearing of Face Coverings in a Relevqnt Place) (England) Regulations 2020
states that a formal impact qssessment "has not been prepared for this instrument because
tltis measure will be in place for 12 months" (see para 12.4). A similar statement about

'impact' ,s also made in the Explanatory Memorandum to the Health Protection
(Coronavirus, Wearing of Face Coverings on Public Transport) (England) Regulotions 2020,
see peras I2.I-12.4.

The Government set out how it has considered the broad 'impact' of face coverings it its
'Explanatory Memorandum' to the Health Protection (Coronavirus, Weoring of Face
Coverings in q Relevant Place) (England) Regulations 2020:
The impact on business, charities or voluntary bodies is expected to be positive. Mandating
face coverings in shops and supermarket may give members of the public con/idence to visit
these premises which moy increase visitors to these settings bringing benefit to the business.
The policy may also offer added protection to employees working in these settings, in addition
to the existing mitigations that have been put in place by businesses already.
The Department hqs considered the fact thst some people may be deterred frorn visiting the
relevant settings where these Regulqtions apply due to them being required to wear a foce
covering either because they cannot source a suitable face covering or they hove protected
cltaracteristics (e.g. a disability) which makes it dfficult to wear a face covering. The
definition offace covering used is broad and includes any covering that covers the mouth and
nose. As such, the Department considers that it will not be prohibitively costly or dfficultfor
people to obtain a
The Departme
exemptions to ensu
s not unfairly
protected character
policy will be
cdmpaign that will make clear that some people are exemptfrom these regulations and people
should not be challenged by members of the publicfor not wearing aface covering.
(see 'Explanatory Memorandum' to the Heslth Protection (Coronavirus, Wearing of Face
Coverings in a Relevant Place) (England) Regulations 2020, paras 12.1-12.2)

3.

Please send me the government's feasibility, scientific effectiveness and impact
studies/reports as indicated in WHO items [b], [c] and [d] in Note: 2 below?

I

am afraid we do not have access to / hove not received the notes referued to in the
constituent's ques.tions, so I am not sure what the 'WHO items' are to whichThe constituent is
referring. The World Health Organization published
Advice on the use of masks in the context of COYID-1
in clinicsl settings and by health workers more genera
out,the potential benefits and harms of the use of masks "by healtlty people in the general

public."

case it is of use, I hqve outlined below some of the scientific analysis / advice on face
masls/coverings considered by the Scientific Advisory Group for Emergencies (SAGE) as
well, q^1 a PQ which ryighligh* a rapid evidence reyiew undenaken by PubTic Health England
of dffirent types offace covertngs.

In

Scientific Advisory Group for Emergencie s
The Scientffic Advisory Group for Emergencies (SAGE) provides scientific and technical
advice to support government decision makers during emergencies. The aVvice provided by

/ use. For exomple, it highlights the minutes of the SAGE meeting that tookplace on
I6 April 2020 which state:

interest

thot
dfor high-riskerwironments,
where they are clgarly necessa
evidence of ffictiveness is
weqk but as noted at the last meeting, marginally positive. (see Twenty-sixth SAGE meeting
on Covid-|9, Held via Zoom, I6th April 2020, para 24) Papers that were considered by
SAGE onfoce masks (which have subsequently been published) include:
SAGE remained of the view

'

Potential impact offace covering on the transmissibility of SARS-CoV-2 in the IJK
prepared by Imperial College, London.
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'
SPLB: The use offacemaslis in a community setting, 20 April 2020 (published 29
May 2020). The
mic Influenza Group on Behaviours (SPI-B) to the Scientific
Advisory Group
(SAGE) examinationof the use offacemasla in a community
setting.
to sprectd of
VER Msher
SAGE emphasises that the popers should be viewed in context: the national and global
response to the spread of coronavirus continues to develop quickly and our lntowledge of the
virus is growing. These stotements and accompanying evidence demonstrate how our
understanding of coronavirus has evolved as new data has emerged. The evidence was ofien
complied very rapidly during a fast-moving response and should be viewed in this context.
The papers presented here are the best assessment of the evidence at the time of writing, and
their conclusions were formed on this basis. As new evidence or data emerges, SAGE updates
its advice accordingly. Therefore, some of the information in these papers may havb been
superseded at a later date.(See SAGE, Scientific evidence supporting the government
response to coronavirus (COI/ID-19), last updated 7 August 2020)

Public Heqlth England rapid review
In response to a Parliamentary Question, asked by Sir Graham Brady, on what assessment
the Government "has made of the
of routinely available, nont-clinical face masks in
"ffi"o"y
preventing aero
s" the junior Health Minister, Jo Churchill, highlighted a
by Public Health England (PHE):
"rapid evidence

on the fficacy

of

d the effectiveness
The review found
a fittering efficiency?hfi:!'f:'-?i,#,
This evidence was limited bv vqriations in
and judged to be weak. The rleviev, identified
studies that mask wearing in the community
-19, but again the evidence y,as limited by

ts with

'Face coverings in the community and COVID-L9: a rapid review' is wailable to viev, at the

following
clothingJ,

5

August

2020)

$ee PQ 75984 [on Coronwirus: Protective

Government guidance
Face coverings: when to y,ear one qnd hov,to
It includes a section on "the reasonfor using

n controlling the spreod of the virus. The best
correctly, wearing aface coveringmay reduce
the spread of coronavirus droplets in certqin circumstances, helping to protect otheis.

face._
(C
It is

rug

mainly
not
t to follow
are

they are

protect others, not the wearer, from
tfor social distancing and regular hand
other government adviie on cbronavirus

(COYID-19) including stqyiryg safe outside your home. Uyou have recent onset of any of the
most important symptoms of coronwirus (COTID-19):

'
'
'

onew continuous cough
a high temperature

loss
must
have

a
household
arrange to

al sense of smell or taste (anosmia) you andyour
face covbring does not change thti. You should
't/ID-19.

4.

Please tell me how the government is informing and warning people of any harmful
effects/disadvantages of using masks/face coverings, including those-fromthe WHO?

As noted above, in the 'Explanatory Memorandum' to the Health Protection (Coronovirus,
ryt9a,riyt of Face Coverings in a Relevant Place) (England) Regulations 2020 (paras
12.1-12.2), it stotes that the:
emptions to ensure that this policy does not
cted characteristics. Furthermore, tlte policy
ign that will malce clear that some people are
not be challenged by members of the public

The range of exemptions referred to above is set out in Regulation 3(2) of the Health
P_rotection (Coronavirus,
Placb) (England)
Regulations 2020 and in R
avirui, Itrreoiing of
Face Coverings on Publ
There is also- an
exhaustive list of "reasona
each set of Health
Protection (Coronavirus, Wearing of Face Coverings) Regulations. The Cabinit Ofice

guidance summarises the lists

as

follows:

'

children under the age of I I (Public Health England do not recommended face
for children under the age of 3 for health and safety reasons)
people who cannot put on, weqr or remove a face covering because of a physical
or mental illness or impairment. or disabilin
(or people acting on their behalf. such qs someone
spot't workers (see sectiort 61 - although entplo.l,ers
te and y,here other rnitigatiorts ore not itt place, in
coverings

police o.fficers and olher emergenc?- v,orkers, given that this ntay interfbre with
their abiIily to serve the public
'
lvhere pulting on, v'earing or rernoving aface coveringy,ill cause ),ou setere

distress

- ,f you-are speaking to or providing assistance to someone who relies on lip
reading, clear sound orfacial expressions to communicate
'
to avoid harm or injury, or the risk of harm or injury, to yourself or others including if it would negatively impact on yout' ability to exeicise or pariicipate in a
slrenuous actit,ity
(see Cabinet Office. Guidance: Face coverings; when lo y'ear one ancl hotr to make your
ov,n, last updated )4 Attgtrst 20201.
Full inforrnation on "reasonable excuses" can be found in Regulation I of the Health
Pl'otection (Coro-navirus, Wearing of Face Coverings in a Relevant Placb) @ngland)
\zgulations 2020, altd ln 4egulation 4 of the Health Protection (Coronwirus, Weaiing of
Face Coverings on Public Transport) (England) Regulations 2020.

In-response to a Parliarygntary Question, asked by Clive Betts, onwhat plans the Government
"has to undertake a public heqltJt campaign on (a) the need to wearfaVe mqslrr (i) on public
transport
(ii) in shops and (b) the correct way to wear them", thi junior Healih Minister,
-ary4

Jo Churchill, replied:

The Government is running a major proactive communications campaign onface coverings to
alert the public ryltere they are now required to wear a face covering, wio is exempt from
wearing one, and how to wear one correctly. As part of this campaign, we are prioritisiig the
need to communicate who iq exempt
"fro,m wearing one. We ar:e actively-engaging"with
stqkeholders including disability charities to commuiicate new guidance to-their nemiers as
well as highlighting this message to the general public on social media andvia broadcasting

opportunities.

The Go
medical
they do

key dffirence between foce coverings and
ighligh'ting thatface coverings protectbthers,
ehaviours, such as social disiaicing and hand
washing, are crucial. (See PQ 74434, [on Protective ClothingJ, 5 August 2020)
5. Please confirm whether the Teaching Unions are asking the government to mandate masks
after the summer holidays, and if so on what scientifiq baiis?

The National Education lnjo1t NEU) is not advocating that all teachers and pupils wear
masfs after the summer holidays. However, t thinlcs that PPE should be provided to staff
working in specific circumstances, for example:

'
teqchers in special schools where there nay be airborne rislcs thqt cannot be
controlled in other ways, and any
who cannot control behaviour su
physical interuention. This include
le arning disabilities.
'
Cleanirtg and laundry staff and anyone qdministering first qid or medical care
shauld also be provided with appropriate PPE as necessary following a risk qssessment.

They also recommend that schools' risk assessments should consider whether ppE needs to
deemed clinically, or extremely clinically vulnerable, or those
ategories.
linally_, lhey advocate that any staffor pupils who
rmitted to do so.[lJ
The NASLWT doesn't recommend the universal weoring

offace masks, either, saying;
protection .for
nd disposed of

been clear that
supported in doing so. Where staf are
ils, schools should unfurtake i risk
consider the provision ppE to stffi
arent face shields if appropriate aid
The National Association of Head Teachers (NAILT) takes a similar position to the hrEU ond
NASUWT.[3J

6. Please tell me how children, teachers,.parents and adults will be protected against schools,
1{tot!9r organisations, mandating weariirg face coverings, especial'ly if trrey ar? proven to be

lnellectrve'/

tyally enforce,a blonket rule requiring pupils
being passed. Schools are uisble 7o iend

uction makins
tuture liabiliti
lling masks to

in

in
in

:h*ld

therefore
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Regarding questions 7 & 8, about small-scale
for Product Sofety & Standards published G
coverings to comply with the General Produ

"not e medical device" and that, if a
verings, the product "must meet \he
Regulations 2005". Information is
that the producer has, as well as the
ts, and includes an example of how the safety
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I August 2020.

what you need to
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Yours sincerely,
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Pr^tor--

John Penrose
MP
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